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CULTURAL HERITAGE AND ARCHAEOLOGY

10.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the archaeological and architectural heritage assets along the
proposed Barrow Blueway from Lowtown in Co. Kildare to St. Mullins in Co. Carlow. It
identifies both the cultural heritage of the Grand Canal Barrow Line and the Barrow
Navigation itself and the archaeology, industrial archaeology and architectural
heritage of the landscape it traverses. This report concentres on the sites,
monuments, buildings and features on or immediately adjacent to the proposed
Barrow Blueway. The length of the proposed route is c. 115 km, running south from
Co. Kildare into Counties Laois and Carlow, commencing at the lock at Lowtown, Co.
Kildare and terminating at the quayside in St. Mullins, Co. Carlow. The existing
navigation towpath, which is a National Waymarked Trail, travels through a variety of
landscape, ranging from the flat, verdant lands of south-west Kildare to the beautifully
wooded mountainous backdrop to the lower reaches of the River Barrow in Co. Carlow.
The industrial heritage of the late-eighteenth century canal, with its locks and lock
keeper’s Houses, lift bridges and aqueducts, dominates the route from Lowtown to
Athy in Co. Kildare. The canal joins the River Barrow to the south of the historic town
of Athy and the move to navigable river provides a completely different experience. The
breadth of the river, with its increasingly dramatic setting as it moves south, is
enhanced by the occasional navigation reminders in the form of lateral canals, with
fine locks and associated lock keeper’s Houses displaying different architectural
styles. The towns and villages that the canal and the River Barrow pass through are
an essential part of this route, with a rich archaeological and architectural heritage
evident in these settlements.

River Barrow at St. Mullins, Co. Carlow, looking south.

10.2 Archaeological and Architectural Assessment
The protection of the cultural heritage along this route is of great importance and a full
profile of the cultural heritage of the proposed Barrow Blueway route has been
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undertaken. This assessment aimed to identify all extant or known archaeological
sites on or adjacent to the route as well as all the industrial heritage and architectural
heritage assets on or adjacent to the proposed route. The guiding principle in the
approach to the cultural heritage has been avoidance of direct effects on features of
cultural heritage and designing the upgrade and ancillary infrastructure to have
minimal visual effect.

10.3 Description of the Development
Waterways Ireland (WI), the North/South Implementation Body for the inland navigable
waterways systems of Ireland, proposes to develop the existing navigation towpath as
a multi-use shared leisure route. The trail will employ a number of different surfacing
treatments to the towpath, the most common being compacted stone and dust (Type
A), which will be used primarily in rural areas. In urban areas a bound surface such as
bitmac or asphalt (Type B) will be used for widening sections of roadway and on
approaches to road crossings. In certain areas where existing bound surfaces have
deteriorated a surface dressing (Type C) will be employed. It is proposed to construct
a new reinforced concrete roadway below the lock at St. Mullins which is prone to
erosion as well as a section upstream of Leighlinbridge, Co. Carlow. In addition to
surfacing treatments, soft engineering solutions for reinforcement of unstable bank
areas will be undertaken at Milford, Co. Carlow. Other works associated with the
proposed development are as follows:
















Upgrade and re-surfacing of existing Barrow Way towpath and track to a multiuse leisure trail along Grand Canal (Barrow Line) and River Barrow (Barrow
Navigation).
Localised road widening (approximately 1.5km)
Provision of 26 no. road crossings and interfaces for pedestrian and cyclists
Provision of signage and information boards
Provision of passing bays at certain locations along the route
Construction of new pedestrian footbridges at Athy and at Rathangan
Construction of cantilevered path at Bagenalstown
Replacement of railings and gates at selected locations
Construction of fencing
Construction of railings at selected locations
Replacement of timber mooring posts
Bank repairs and edge protection works at 3 no. locations at Milford
Resurfacing of car parks at 11 no. locations and 2 new proposed car parks at
Rathangan, Co. Kildare and on L39321-0 near the M7 road bridge Co. Kildare
Other associated ancillary works

10.4 Methodology
Guiding Principles
This report is carried out in consultation with the following:




Guidelines on the Information to be contained in Environmental Impact
Assessment Reports – Draft August 2017 ‘(EPA 2017).
Revised Guidelines on the Information to be contained in Environmental Impact
Statements – Draft September 2015 ‘(EPA 2015)
Advice Notes for Preparing Environmental Impact Statements – Draft
September 2015’ (EPA 2015). ‘Guidelines on the Information to be contained in
Environmental Impact Statements’ (EPA, 2002)
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Department of the Environment ‘Architectural Protection Guidelines for
Planning Authorities’; Department of the Environment Advice Series.
Department of Arts, Heritage, Gaeltacht and Islands 1999 ‘Framework and
Principles for the Protection of Archaeological Heritage’.
The Royal Institute of Architects of Ireland ‘Guidelines for the Conservation of
Buildings’.

A combined survey strategy was employed which consisted of the assessment of the
archaeological, architectural and cultural heritage which was based on a desktop study
of published and unpublished documentary and cartographic sources, followed by a
field visit. This consisted of:





Consultation of primary sources including maps and relevant depositories
Site inspections
Photographic records
Written descriptions

Research and Analysis
The main sources consulted included:










The Record of Monuments and Places
Aerial Photographs
Irish Excavations Database
The National Inventory of Architectural Heritage
Cartographic Sources
Photographic records
Local Historical Societies
Relevant publications and literature
Grand Canal Barrow Line and Barrow Navigation Archiectural, Engineering
and Industrial Heritage (WIAH 2007)

Record of Monuments and Places
The RMP of the Department of Culture, Heritage, and the Gaeltacht was established
under the 1994 Amendment to the National Monuments Acts (1930-2014). It is based
on the pre-existing Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) and information from
completed county archaeological inventories. As such, it records known upstanding
archaeological monuments, their original location (in cases of destroyed monuments)
and the position of possible sites identified as cropmarks on vertical aerial
photographs. The RMP information is compiled from the files of the Archaeological
Survey, which combines cartographic sources, published and publicly available
documentary sources, including periodicals, the records of the NMI, Geological Survey
of Ireland 1:30,000 vertical aerial photographs and inspections of sites in the field. The
information is read in conjunction with constraint maps, published at reduced six-inch
scale, on which recorded sites are clearly marked. The RMP is constantly updated and
is the first stage in the preparation of a national census of archaeological sites, with
inventories also published at an interim stage. The RMP sheet relevant to the project
is sheet 118 of the O.S six-inch series for Mayo (which is based on the OS revision of
1913-14).
Aerial Photographs
Aerial photographs are an invaluable resource in archaeology for the recognition of
new sites and contributing to the understanding of known sites. Features can be
recognised from the air as earthworks in relief or as vegetation marks where a buried
feature such as a wall or ditch affects the growth of the surrounding flora. The
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Geological Survey of Ireland Aerial Photograph Collection, based in Dublin, holds a
comprehensive archive of high-level vertical photographs available for consultation by
the public and researchers but may not be copied.
Irish Excavations Database
'Excavations' is an annual bulletin, now funded by the Department of the
Communications, Climate Actions and Environment, which contains summary
accounts of all excavations carried out in Ireland – North and South. The bulletins can
now be accessed on the Internet at www.excavations.ie. Compiled from the published
excavation bulletins, the database contains summary accounts of all excavations
carried out from 1970 to 2008. Both the bulletins and database were consulted to
establish whether excavations have been previously carried out in the vicinity of the
proposed development.
The National Inventory of Architectural Heritage
The NIAH is a section within the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government. The work of the NIAH involves identifying and recording the architectural
heritage of Ireland, from 1700 to the present day, in a systematic and consistent
manner.
Cartographic Sources
Cartographic sources consulted include the first edition map of the Ordnance Survey
(O.S) six-inch series published in 1836.
A cultural heritage field and desk study was carried out on the site. This comprised
the following:

10.4.1 Desk Study
As a starting point, the desk study involved a search of the Archaeological Survey of
Ireland (ASI) files for counties Kildare, Laois, Kilkenny (which borders the River Barrow
to the west) and Carlow. The survey files are an invaluable resource and provide a
historical background and context for many of the sites. These files are held by the
National Monuments Service of the Department of Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and
Gaeltacht Affairs. Most ASI files contain one or more descriptions of monuments
surveyed by ASI archaeologists during field work undertaken since the early 1980s in
addition to academic or antiquarian references, where relevant. The national list of
monuments compiled by the ASI is referred to as the Sites and Monuments Record
(SMR). In response to new legislation introduced in 1994, all monuments then on the
SMR were given a basis level of statutory protection and this new list of protected
monuments was given the name, ‘Record of Monuments and Places (RMP)’. These
sites are represented on OS 6” Sheets for each county and in inventories, many of
which have been published. Monuments on the RMP are referred to in the text as
‘Recorded Monuments’, and are identified in the text by their numbers beginning
‘RMP’. On the RMP map each Recorded Monument is enclosed by a circle or polygon
which primarily denotes their location but which also indicates a Zone of
Archaeological Potential in the vicinity of the monument. When the boundary of a
development overlaps with or is close to this Zone, the need for archaeological
mitigation must be considered.
The online database of the National Inventory of Architectural Heritage was also
consulted as were the Records of Protected Structures for all counties and urban
districts. Protected Structures are identified in the text by their numbers beginning
‘RPS’. Other written sources were also researched as were aerial photographs and
cartographic sources. The online excavations resource www.excavations.ie was
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consulted for the townlands where cultural heritage was seen to be present and it
provided valuable additional information on the extent of Bronze Age activity and
medieval occupation in particular. The Grand Canal Barrow Line and Barrow
Navigation. Architectural, Engineering and Industrial Heritage Assessment,
(commissioned by Waterways Ireland and compiled by Headland Archaeology Ltd.,)
2007, was also consulted and the sites identified by Headland Archaeology Ltd. are
recognised by the numbers beginning ‘WIIAH’ in the text below.

10.4.2 Field Inspection
A combined survey strategy was employed as part of the Cultural Heritage
Assessment. This consisted of the following:





Consultation of historical sources including maps and relevant depositories.
Site inspections.
Photographic records.
Written descriptions.

The historical mapping provided a rich resource for studying the Grand Canal Barrow
Line and the Barrow Navigation, particularly the OS 25” Sheets, dating from c. 18701891. Historical sources for the areas the navigation travels through concentrates on
two main areas; the medieval landscape, particularly with reference to the towns along
the route, and the history of the canal itself.
The field inspection involved a walkover of the towpath and the trackway, visiting sites
of archaeological and architectural significance to prepare written records of the sites
of known cultural heritage significance, to assess the potential archaeological impact
of the proposed Barrow Blueway development and to photograph many of the existing
features of the navigation. A number of sites not previously recorded on the existing
inventories were also noted and added to the catalogue of cultural heritage assets.

10.4.3 Legislative Context
The study area, comprising three counties, is part of a rich cultural landscape. The
Recorded Monuments along the route of the proposed Barrow Blueway are protected
under the National Monument Acts 1930-2005. The Protected Structures within the
study area are included on the Record of Protected Structures (RPS) in the
Development Plans of the counties concerned and as a result are afforded protection
under the Local Government Planning and Development Act 2000.
Definitions
Recorded Monuments are sites, structures and features that are considered to be of
archaeological importance and are listed on the Record of Monuments and Places
(RMP). Notice of proposed works in relation to a Recorded Monument should be given
to the Minister for Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs two months
before commencement of the works. This is to allow the National Monuments Service
time to consider the proposed works and how best to proceed to further the protection
of the monument.
A ‘protected structure’ is defined as
“Any building, structure, excavation, or other thing constructed or made on, in or under

any land, or any part of a structure”.
The meaning of the term ‘structure’ is expanded to include:
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The interior of the structure
The land lying within the curtilage of the structure;
Any other structures lying within that curtilage and their interiors;
All fixtures and fittings which form part of the interior or exterior of the above
structures.

Curtilage is defined as:
‘The land immediately associated with the structure and what is (or was) in use for the
purposes of the structure’.

10.4.4 Physical Setting
The River Barrow is a highly significant river historically. It is the second longest river
in Ireland, after the River Shannon, and from its source in Clones/Glenbarrow
townlands in the Slieve Bloom Mountains, Co. Laois, it flows approximately 192kms
through the east-midlands until Monasterevin, Co. Kildare, when it takes a southerly
course until it enters the sea at Waterford Harbour. From Monasterevin, where it is
crossed by aqueduct by the Grand Canal Barrow Line, both waterways follow a
relatively similar course to Athy, though the river, being more reactive to topography
and natural impediments than a man-made construction, follows a meandering route
southward. At its closest point, it runs just over 115m to the east of the canal north of
Athy.
The Grand Canal Barrow Line emerges from the Grand Canal Main Line at Lowtown,
Co. Kildare and runs through flat countryside for much of its extent. It leaves Co.
Kildare for Co. Laois at Clogeen townland, 1.8km south west of Monasterevin and it
leaves Co. Laois at Bawn townland, over 7m north-west of Athy, Co. Kildare and it joins
the River Barrow at Athy, where it becomes the Barrow Navigation. The Barrow
Navigation forms the county boundary between Counties. Kildare and Laois from just
below Athy to Newacre townland, Co. Carlow and from there is the county boundary
between Co. Carlow and Co. Laois until Clogrenan townland, with the town of
Graiguecullen and sites such as Shrule Castle and Knockbeg College, located adjacent
to the western bank along the Co. Laois section. Further to the south, at Duninga
townland, with its fine late-eighteenth century house, the river forms the county
boundary with Co. Kilkenny and Co. Carlow. The picturesque settlements of
Goresbridge and Graiguenamanagh are in Co. Kilkenny while the proposed Barrow
Blueway is located on the Carlow side of the river and runs through the Tinnahinch
area.
Though the Grand Canal Barrow Line and the River Barrow are both important
waterways, there are very distinct differences in the way archaeological sites relate to
them. The canal is a man-made feature and it cuts through the existing landscape,
dividing townlands and in a number of cases truncating sites of archaeological interest.
In contrast, the River Barrow was a focal point of human activity from ancient times to
the modern period. Archaeological sites and find spots occur along its banks, with
evidence from the earliest human settlers to the Anglo-Norman towns and subsequent
settlements known and in many cases still extant.
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10.4.5 General Archaeological and Historical Background
10.4.5.1 Mesolithic (8000-4000BC)
Mesolithic activity in Ireland dates to c. 10000 years ago with the arrival of the first
inhabitants. They were a hunter/fisher society, gathering food from wild resources and
living in temporary or semi-permanent sites, the remains of which have been
excavated, for example at Mount Sandel, Co. Derry. The archaeological evidence in the
past has indicated a concentration of activity in the north-west and south-west of
Ireland during this period and it has not been until recent decades that a wider
appreciation of the distribution of the first settlers to Ireland. Central to this were the
finds made during the dredging of the River Barrow in the 1920s and 30s when
The discovery of a
Mesolithic stone axes and stone clubs were discovered.
Mesolithic site at Lough Boora, Co. Offaly, in 1977 confirmed the possibility that the
midlands were also settled in this period and it became apparent that Mesolithic
peoples did not confine their activities to coastal areas and that rivers provided rich
food resources, a convenient mode of transport and abundant sources of materials in
the surrounding woodlands1. Despite the prominence of the finds from the River
Barrow, the river did not become the focus of further targeted survey until the 1990s.
At this time a survey was undertaken (the Ballylough Archaeological Project) where
field walking yielded up to 800 artefacts of prehistoric date. Another survey was
undertaken by Thomas Kador of UCD at the same time as a Discovery Programme
project also on the River Barrow in the 2000s. Both projects have led to the discovery
of more artefacts of Mesolithic date. Evidence from the Discovery Programme showed
prehistoric finds from the River Barrow north of Athy and along gravel terraces
between Carlow and Graiguenamanagh² In Kador’s project, which covered the area
from Monasterevin to north of Carlow town, he discovered the highest incidence of
artefact recovery came from rock banks along the Barrow where it met some of its
tributaries. Excavations at Ardreigh, Co. Kildare medieval settlement also yielded
Mesolithic evidence with the discovery of a late Mesolithic polished stone axe³
10.4.5.2 Neolithic (4000-2500BC)
The displacement or assimilation of Mesolithic hunters by Neolithic settlers occurred
c. 4000BC, with a change of economy to farming. Along with the knowledge of farming
methods the Neolithic saw the growth of a wider toolkit with different stone tools being
introduced along with new settlers. Of great significance during the Neolithic was the
introduction of pottery and a megalithic tomb culture. The Neolithic is well
represented in the Barrow region, with a series of megalithic tombs north of Borris,
Co. Carlow as well as the portal tomb of Brownshill, near Carlow town.
10.4.5.3 Bronze Age (2500-500BC)
The Barrow Valley has one of the highest concentrations of Early Bronze Age burials in
Ireland². There are numerous examples of cists and mounds occurring in townlands
along the navigation and a single cremation was excavated at Ardreigh, Co. Kildare,
during the extensive pre-road construction archaeological investigations there in the
2000s2. At Ardreigh the cremated remains of a man between 35 and 45 was interred in
a plain ceramic vessel. This urn was excavated intact and analysis of soil samples from
around the burial indicate that a number of timbers were use in the cremation pyre,
including oak, crab-apple and yew³.

1 Kador, T. 2007 ‘Exploring the movements of the early prehistoric inhabitants of the Barrow
Valley’. Archaeology Ireland.
2
Moloney, C. et al 2012 Guide to the Excavations at Ardreigh, Co. Kildare, p. 12.
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The advances made in the Bronze Age were highly significant, with the introduction of
copper and bronze ending the complete reliance on stone tools. The societies that
developed throughout this period have left a number of monuments in the landscape,
as well as a finds inventory of stunning workmanship. These artefacts include highly
renowned goldwork, with enigmatic lunulae, sun discs and torcs datable to this period.
Bronze Age settlements were usually located on well drained soils near rivers, with
fording points of particular importance. The River Barrow would have been shallow
enough to cross at Ardreigh, making it an ideal location for settlement. The landscape
along the route has numerous Bronze Age monuments of both funerary and domestic
type. There are a large number of ring ditches and crop marked enclosures in the
surrounding landscape, though none immediately adjacent to or within the towpath. A
fulacht fiadh or Bronze Age cooking place is known from south-west of Rathangan to
the north of the navigation.
10.4.5.4 Iron Age (500BC-500AD)
The Iron Age has for many years been the most enigmatic period of Irish prehistory and
the evidence of Iron Age activity from along the navigation is similarly difficult to read.
The most interesting sites in Co. Kildare are concentrated in the Curragh and they
include the royal site of Dún Ailinne and a number of barrows. The Iron Age saw the
introduction of iron and the production of high quality weaponry and ornaments. An
important source of information on the Iron Age, in the absence of a significant number
of excavated sites, has been the chance discoveries of hoards of metal objects.
10.4.5.5 Early Medieval Period (500-1100AD)
The coming of Christianity changed the Irish landscape in many ways. Through the
construction of ecclesiastical enclosures and churches, they provided a focal point in
many localities, with saints associated with these sites giving their names to the
churches and sometimes the settlements that followed. In many cases an Early
Christian site is indicated by the presence of a large enclosure, as at Ardreigh, with
little trace of an early church, which would have been of timber construction. In the
wider landscape, ringforts and enclosures would also have been constructed and
occupied in this period, with a tuath system controlling the political and social life of
the ancient territories.
10.4.5.6 Medieval Period to Late Medieval (1100-1650)
The coming of the Anglo-Normans in 1169 transformed the country and the impact can
still be seen in the towns they founded all along the navigation. The history of these
settlements will be dealt with individually below but in the overall context of the regions
discussed, the frequent occurrence of Anglo-Norman monuments along the navigation
indicates how widespread their influence was. The castles, churches and shrunken
settlements that leave little above-ground trace are reminders of the economic,
religious and political life that emerged in the feudal system of lords and barons. The
excavations at Ardreigh, Co. Kildare, yielded rich and compelling evidence about the
strength of the borough during the medieval period, until it lost its influence to nearby
Athy.
10.4.5.7 Towns and Villages of the Grand Canal Barrow Line and the Barrow Navigation.
Rathangan, Co. Kildare.
The Rathangan area is rich in ringforts and other medieval remains. The name
Rathangan is derived from the Irish Ráth Iomgháin or fort of Iomgháin, a Royal fort that
was described as the burial place of one of the kings of the local clan. This fort is
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located on the western side of the town. The annals of the Four Masters records that
Flaithiusa, son of Cinaedh, Lord of Ui Failghe, was slain at Rath-Imghain. The area was
likely granted by Strongbow to Maurice FitzGerald though it was also suggested that
the initial beneficiary was Robert de Bermingham. It was in the possession of the
FitzGeralds in the mid-thirteenth century and it was granted to Thomas de Clare in
1270. There were two castles recorded in Rathangan, with one sited on the rath and
the second castle located some 400m to the south west, of which there is no visible
trace.
Monasterevin, Co. Kildare.
Monasterevin is named after the Early Christian saint St. Evin or St. Emin who built a
monastery at ‘Rosglas na Muimneach’, which was also the site for a long period of time
of St. Evin’s bell, a swearing relic. This early monastic site is not extant but it was
chosen as the location for an abbey, founded between 1177 and 1181 by the King of
Offaly, Dermot O’Dempsey. It became the Cistercian Abbey of Rosglas or ‘de Rosea
Vallis’. This abbey does not survive but some of the fabric may be preserved in Moore
Abbey House, which is an imposing mansion built in c. 1769. Archaeological
investigations revealed burials and medieval pottery to the north of Moore Abbey
House. Monasterevin town developed to the north of the Moore Abbey estate and much
of the architectural stock in the town dates from the late-eighteenth to the latenineteenth century, with a number of building types directly related to canal activities,
including warehouses and a canal agent’s house. The canal was instrumental in the
development of the town, with its industries, including distilling and milling, relying on
the transport it provided.
Vicarstown, Co. Laois.
Vicarstown is an attractive village on the Grand Canal Barrow Line known historically
as ‘Baile an Bhiocáire’ or town of the vicar. It had a long association with Henry Grattan,
the orator and parliamentarian who owned the Moyanna Estate from 1782. Grattan
allowed the canal to go through his estate and the Grattan Aqueduct was named after
him. Vicarstown developed due to the construction of the canal, with stores being built
bordering the navigation. In 1837 Lewis recorded that it comprised 14 houses and a
Constabulary Barracks. Grattan Lodge, to the south-west of the canal, was constructed
in 1882 by Lady Pauline Grattan Bellew.
Athy, Co. Kildare.
Athy is named after a significant ford on the River Barrow, derived from ‘Ath I’, ‘the ford
of Aei’. It is essentially an Anglo-Norman settlement created by the family de St.
Michaels, Lords of Athy, from at least the mid-thirteenth century. The precise location
of an early castle associated with the Anglo-Norman settlement is not known but it is
likely that one existed. Woodstock Castle on the west bank of the Barrow dates to the
thirteenth century. Athy developed as an inland port in the thirteenth century and it is
referred to as the ‘burgess of Athy’ in 1326. The town occupied a strategic location on
significant routes from Dublin to the south-east and there is evidence that new
fortifications were erected in 1417. The manor of Athy along with that of Woodstock to
the west passed by marriage to the house of Kildare by the fourteenth century. During
the sixteenth century Athy came under attack from Irish forces and it was heavily
garrisoned during the turbulent years of the mid-seventeenth century. The town fell
to the Cromwellian forces in 1650. Like Monasterevin the canal, which was cut to the
west of the line of the town wall, brought prosperity to the town, with industries and
buildings reflecting the increased opportunities caused by the navigation.
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Carlow, Co. Carlow
Carlow town is situated on the east bank of the River Barrow. It is the county town and
it is also a Cathedral town for the Catholic Diocese of Kildare and Leighlin. The place
name is thought to have derived from the Irish Ceartharlach meaning 'four lakes' or
according to Lewis, 'city on the lake'. Prior to the coming of the Anglo-Normans there
may have been an Early Christian ecclesiastical site close to the river crossing but little
is known about it. The Anglo-Norman baron Hugh de Lacy, Lord of Meath, recognising
the benefits of this strategic location on the river, had a castle built to command the
crossing in 1180. William Marshall built a stone fortress on the site at the confluence
of the Barrow and Burrin rivers in the early thirteenth century with a settlement
forming around it to the north and east. Carlow was granted its earliest charter in c.
1223 and written records indicate that the town was fortified by the mid-fourteenth
century but the nature, extent and location of the fortifications are unknown.
Cartographic evidence (the Down Survey, 1655-6) shows a stone-built bridge over the
River Barrow on the site of the Wellington/Graiguecullen Bridge.
The medieval layout of the town of Carlow is still preserved in Tullow Street and Dublin
Street, though little of extant medieval architecture survives in the streetscape. The
general appearance is of a late-eighteenth – nineteenth century town, with seven areas
designated ACA's due to their character and preservation. The late-eighteenth and
early-nineteenth centuries saw a number of important buildings constructed in the
town, including the fine College of St. Patrick's (Carlow College), which opened in 1793,
and which, in addition to providing a general education for boys also provided for the
education of the Roman Catholic clergy. A British Cavalry Barracks was established to
the south-east of the town and in 1837 it housed 8 officers and 112 non-commissioned
officers and privates with stabling for 90 horses and a hospital for 20 patients3. In the
1820s Carlow Courthouse was designed by William Vitruvius Morrison and Carlow
Cathedral was constructed in 1833, adding considerably to the architectural history of
the town.
Graiguecullen Bridge is a low five-arch bridge that was constructed in 1815 on the site
of the sixteenth century stone bridge and it may incorporate some of that earlier fabric.
The bridge was built across the top of the middle island of three long narrow islands in
the river and a bridge house was also constructed on this island, abutting the bridge
near its western end. This building was used for a time by the Poor Clares. The bridge
was named after the Duke of Wellington, who had secured a victory against Napoleon
at the Battle of Waterloo that year.
Leighlinbridge, Co. Carlow.
The settlement at Leighlinbridge grew up around the river crossing. An earlier motte
lies c. 1 mile to the south in Ballyknockan townland, also occupying a riverside location
on its western bank. In 1181 Sir John de Claville built a castle to defend the river
crossing, having been granted the area by Hugh de Lacy, Lord of Meath. The settlement
was in existence by 1275 and it was declared a borough by 1292 and it appeared to have
been walled, with evidence for a bawn wall or town walls being discovered during
archaeological investigations in recent years in the vicinity of the Garrison. A stone
bridge across the river was constructed in 1320 by Maurice Jakis, Canon of Kildare
Cathedral and the Black Castle was constructed at the same time to defend the bridge.
The remains appear to be mainly sixteenth century, probably due in part to its
destruction in 1577 by Rory Óg O’More. It was further destroyed by Col. Hewson of
Cromwell’s forces in the mid-seventeenth century.

3

Lewis, S. 1837 Topographical Dictionary of Ireland.
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To the south-east of the Black Castle the earliest Carmelite foundation in Ireland, the
Carmelite Priory of St. Mary, was founded in the late-thirteenth century. It was
suppressed in 1541 and no surface trace survives4
The current bridge at Leighlinbridge dates to 1789 but it incorporates fabric from a
mid-seventeenth century bridge. The Garrison House, constructed to the south-east
of the Black Castle in the vicinity of the Carmelite Friary, was constructed in c. 1760.
Bagenalstown/Muine Bheag, Co. Carlow.
Located in a rich pre-historic landscape, there are a significant number of ring ditches
to the south-west of the town. The town was founded towards the end of the eighteenth
century by Walter Bagenal of Dunkeckny Manor. Bagenal’s intention was to construct
a far larger town than was ultimately realised but it has some fine buildings, including
a courthouse dating to the early-nineteenth century.
Goresbridge, Co. Kilkenny.
The town is named by its association with the Gore Family who were granted lands in
the area in the eighteenth century5. Barrowmount House, where their family seat was
constructed in c. 1750, lies to the south of the town. The fine bridge crossing the River
Barrow was built by Ralph Gore in 1757 and the town developed primarily on the
western bank, in Co. Kilkenny, with just a store house associated with the navigation
located on the eastern bank in Co. Carlow.
Graiguenamanagh, Co. Kilkenny and Tinnahinch, Co. Carlow
The settlements of Graiguenamanagh and Tinnahinch are located on opposite sides of
the River Barrow in different counties.. Graiguenamanagh, the older settlement, takes
its name from the Irish Graig na Manach or ‘Grange of the Monks’, which refers to the
monks of the Cistercian abbey of Vallis Sancti Salvatoris, known as Duiske Abbey6
which was founded by William the Marshal in the first decade of the thirteenth century.
The abbey church, which is the largest of the Irish Cistercian churches, was built
between 1212 and 1240. The town grew up around the abbey and the local economy
was strongly influenced by the wool trade.
Tinnahinch dates to the early-seventeenth century, with the construction of Tinnahinch
Castle in 1615 by the Duke of Ormonde. The bridge across the River Barrow linking
Graiguenamanagh with Tinnahinch was built in 1797.
St. Mullins, Co. Carlow.
There is a notably dense concentration of archaeological remains in the small village
of St. Mullins, indicating a rich archaeological and architectural history. The name St.
Mullins derives from that of Mo-Ling, a patron of South Leinster and the founder of a
monastery, Teach Mo-Ling, on the eastern bank of the river. St. Moling was said to have
been the Bishop of Ferns and Glendalough. It was here the founder was buried in c.
697 and the monastery became a place of pilgrimage. It was also the burial place of
the South Leinster Kings, the Mac Murroughs Kavanagh. The Mac Murroughs
Kavanagh's were also the custodians of the early-ninth century Book of Mulling. The
Archaeological Survey of Ireland identified six churches as well as a holy well, mills
and a high cross at the site. The Anglo-Normans built a motte-and-bailey north -west
of the monastic remains in the twelfth century and a castle was constructed by Mac
Murrough in c. 1581 to the south of the monastery.

4

Archaeological Inventory of County Carlow, 1993.
Goresbridge Local Area Plan, 2005. Kilkenny County Council.
6
Graiguenamanagh Local Area Plan, 2009. Kilkenny County Council.
5
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10.4.5.8 Archaeology and architecture of rural areas of the Grand Canal Barrow Line and
the Barrow Navigation.
Along the 115km route of the proposed Barrow Blueway a wide variety of
archaeological sites exist in the townlands adjoining the towpath. The earliest
monuments datable from superficial non-invasive survey of the monuments in the
wider landscape appear to be of Bronze Age date, comprising burial sites such as
barrows, mounds and ring ditches. Field systems, which may date to this or later
periods, also occur as do the ancient cooking sites, the fulacht fiadh. Unsurprisingly
the predominant extant archaeological sites are of medieval date and many are built
structures, such as castles and churches. Earthworks of medieval date, such as
ringforts, are well represented throughout the area and sites with possible medieval
date, such as holy wells, are also common. Ringforts were the homesteads of the
agricultural societies that inhabited the area, with household and industry contained
within or in close proximity to the stone or earthen ramparts. The ringfort sites could
date to the Early Medieval Period (500-1100 AD) with the enclosures proving more
difficult to precisely date, due to a lack of defining features. Of the post-medieval period
mills and weirs appear as part of the river landscape and the industrial heritage of the
Grand Canal Barrow Line and the Barrow Navigation is one of the gems of the lateeighteenth century. The emerging taste of the landed gentry for Georgian architecture
is evident in the countryside from the late-eighteenth century, with some fine country
houses near both the canal and the river. The vernacular tradition is represented also
with some well-preserved and picturesque thatched houses recorded.

10.4.5.9 History of the Grand Canal Barrow Line and the Barrow Navigation
It was realised in the eighteenth century that the future economic prosperity of Ireland
would not helped by a poor road network7 and canal transport was identified as an
attractive alternative. An act in 1729 established four provincial bodies called
‘Commissioners of Inland Navigation’ through which the Irish government allocated
generous funding to canal construction. Canals are ‘human-engineered waterways’
that traverse existing landscapes and they are an important part of the worldwide
industrial archaeological heritage8. Canals have a very long history, being known from
Egypt and China in prehistoric times but becoming widespread in Europe from the
15th-16th centuries. Leonardo de Vinci is credited with inventing the miter lock in the
fifteenth century, a discovery that is still in use in the modern era. The influence of the
Italian and French canal builders brought knowledge of canal construction to Britain
and Ireland, where it was embraced enthusiastically and where it became a conduit for
the growth of industrialisation.

7

8

Rynne, C. 2006 Industrial Ireland 1750-1930: An Archaeology, p. 337.
ICOMOS 1994 Information Document on Heritage Canals World Heritage Committee. Heritage

Canals Document.
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Miter lock gate, designed by Leonardo Da Vinci.

The first canal constructed in Ireland was the Newry Canal in 1731 by Thomas Steers,
a British engineer9. In what has been called ‘canal mania’10 and ‘canal fever’11,
improvements in technology saw a flourishing of the construction of canals in Britain
and Ireland from the 1750s onwards. This resulted in such feats of engineering as the
Caen Hills Locks on the Kennet and Avon canal, in England with its impressive main
flight of sixteen locks, and the towering Pontcysyllte Aqueduct near Llangollen in
Wales, now a World Heritage site.
Following the construction of the earlier Newry Canal, the construction of the Grand
Canal from Dublin to the River Shannon commenced in 1756. A branch line running
south from Lowtown to Monasterevin was originally planned to link in with the River
Barrow but it was decided to extend it to Athy to avoid shallow areas along the river
between Monasterevin and Athy. These works were planned as part of the overall
scheme to make the River Barrow navigable to St. Mullins and work began in 1783 with
the Lowtown to Monasterevin section. Tenders were issued to contractors by the half
mile. The ground conditions encountered were difficult, particularly where the canal
cut through tracts of bog, causing delays and even re-design. The problems were all
too evident at Ballyteague bog where a redesign resulting in the addition of a second
lock (20th and 21st Locks). This section of canal was operational in 1785. The next
section of works, bringing the canal to Athy, began in 1789. This section of canal was

9

Delaney, Ruth 1966 The Canals of the South of Ireland.

10

ICOMOS 1994 Information Document on Heritage Canals World Heritage Committee. Heritage
Canals Document.
11
Waterways Ireland 2013 Guide to the Grand Canal.
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opened in March, 1791. In total the Grand Canal Barrow Line ran a distance of 30 miles
from the junction with the main line of the Grand Canal at Lowtown to Athy and it had
nine locks12.
At the time the Grand Canal was being constructed from Lowtown to Monasterevin,
works were commencing on the other end of the navigation, at St. Mullins. The River
Barrow was only navigable on the tide from New Ross to St. Mullins and a scheme was
needed to make a 65km section from St. Mullins to Athy navigable, to connect with the
Grand Canal. While the possibility of improving the navigation of the River Barrow had
been raised since the early-eighteenth century, works did not begin in St. Mullins until
1761, with the construction of a sea lock (Lock 23). This allowed the River Barrow to
become navigable beyond St. Mullins, though problems still remained with tidal
access, due in no small part to the shoal, known as the Scar, which occurs downstream
from the sea lock, south-west of the historic town. The River Barrow was not alone in
these proposed improvement works. All the major rivers except the River Suir were
the subject of major engineering works in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
The modification of an existing watercourse was a different engineering feat to the
construction of a still-water canal. The supply of water had to be maintained by the
construction of weirs. The locks constructed on the Barrow Navigation are pound
locks, each measuring 80 ft by 30 ft and they required full time operators, with
accommodation provided in lock keeper’s Houses adjacent to the lock.
The works on the Barrow Navigation were slow and expensive and it was not until 1783
that they reached Clashganny. The finished waterway had 23 locks, with the short
sections of lateral canal necessary to bypass shallow or rapid waters. By the end of the
century much work had been completed but problems still remained, such as low
water levels in the drier times of the year.
The Grand Canal Barrow Line and the Barrow Navigation had a good deal of
commercial success, despite problems with financing the various elements of the
construction of the navigation. The history of the Barrow Navigation Company is a good
indicator of the rising fortunes and then declining economics of the canals, with
competition from railways proving too much for the canal company. It was
incorporated in 1790 and was sold in 1894, merging into the Grand Canal Company. In
the 104 years of its existence it had seen the river transporting hundreds of thousands
of tons of goods but, following a restriction to river traffic only due to high costs from
the Grand Canal in 1878, it was not possible to remain profit-making. The Grand Canal
Company passed control to CIE in 1950, with the OPW undertaking the role from 1986
until 1996, when the Department of Arts, Culture and the Gaeltacht took control. In
1999 Waterways Ireland was established as the North/South Implementation Body for
inland navigable waterways.

12

Delaney, R. 1980 ‘The Grand Canal’. Dublin Historical Record Vol. 33, No. 3 (Mar., 1980), pp7376.
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10.4.5.10 General description of Features of the Grand Canal Barrow Line and Barrow
Navigation
Towpath
The terms towpath and trackway are used in this chapter to differentiate between the
Grand Canal Barrow Line (towpath) and the Barrow Navigation (trackway). Both
features had the same function as the land base for the horse power that pulled the
boats in the adjacent canal or navigation. This ‘towing path’, as it is referred to on
Ordnance Survey 6” and 25”, maps was an extremely important element of the canal
and navigation infrastructure and its strength and stability was paramount. According
to Rynne, canal towpaths were ‘invariably built with a rubble foundation’ with upcast
excavated material used to construct it, particularly in bog sections where they ‘were
generally formed with clay’13. Reinforcements were used on the approach to locks.
They were between 2m – 4m wide originally, though encroachment from vegetation
growth may have reduced this width somewhat14. The trackway that was constructed
along the Barrow Navigation fulfilled the same function as the canal towpath and
involved similar land clearance and groundworks. In addition, drainage ditches were
also excavated parallel to sections of the towpath and the trackway along both the
canal and the Barrow Navigation, resulting in water channels to both sides of the
pedestrian route.
Aqueducts
Canal aqueducts are bridges that carry the canal over an existing waterway or a feature
like a gorge. They can be single or multi-span arched bridges and they comprise a
masonry-lined trough. The sealing element is puddled clay, as with the canal walls
and base itself, where relevant. There are eight aqueducts on the Grand Canal (from
Dublin) and the Barrow Navigation15, five of which are located below Lowtown. The
aqueduct at Monasterevin is most impressive, carrying the canal over the River
Barrow.
Bridges
One of the most iconic features associated with the canal network is the canal bridge,
typically a small-humped backed road bridge with sweeping wings and parapet wall
and cut stone voussoirs. They presented an engineering challenge because, while they
are not subjected to the ravages of a flowing river, they have to span the canal with a
single arch16. There are nineteen bridges on the Grand Canal Barrow Line from
Lowtown to Athy, of which a number are footbridges allowing access to land but most
of which accommodate vehicular traffic. These bridges are not identical but they share
a number of characteristics in that they are usually single span masonry structures
with three-centred arches or elliptical arches. They can span over both the canal itself
and the towpath. They are rarely decorated, relying on simple string courses and cut
stone to the arch, top of the parapet all or the top of the curving wings. Some bear
plaques with their name and sometimes the date of construction.
Skew bridges, of which there is one on the navigation, were developed by William
Chapman who was an English engineer working in Ireland17. He designed the bridges
to solve the problem of realigning an existing road to accommodate the new canal

13

Rynne, c. 2006 Industrial Ireland 1750-1930: an Archaeology, p355.
Bulter, R. 2009 Recreational use of Towpaths. A Study Commissioned by the Inland Waterways
Committee of the Heritage Council.
15
Ibid. pp 342-3.
16
Goodbody, R., O’Keefe, P. and Simington, T. 2016 Irish Stone Bridges. History and Tradition., p.
80.
17
Ibid. p 81.
14
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bridge18. The resulting bridge had a skewed arch between its abutments, allowing the
truncated road to maintain its route. Lift bridges are of nineteenth century date and of
iron construction. The examples at Bagenalstown and Monasterevin both have an
overhead or ‘Dutch’ frame. The lift bridge at Levitstown, Co. Carlow, is a rare kind
known as a ‘guillotine’ bridge19.

Skew Bridge, at the confluence of the old and new Barrow Lines.

The stone bridges of the Barrow Navigation comprise two main types. The first are the
multiple arched bridges that spanned the river from historic times, often at strategic
fording points. In many cases the masonry bridges were rebuilt a number of times,
such as the bridge at Leighlinbridge and at Carlow, incorporating earlier fabric and
they give an indication of the importance these access points were politically and
economically. Settlements grew up around the bridges, with castles and churches
associated with them and they now form a tangible link to this past while still
functioning as road bridges for modern traffic flows. The second type of bridge on the
Barrow Navigation is the single span canal bridge over the lateral canals that line the
navigation such as Bunberry Bridge and Fenton Bridge. A number of bridges were
specifically built for the Barrow Navigation, with Horse Bridge in Athy being
constructed in 1796 to take horses across the navigation.
Locks
Locks are an essential part of the navigation as they enable the canal craft to be able
to negotiate a change in level. A pound lock allows the water level to be regulated to
allow for this movement between levels. Locks have an ashlar masonry rectangular
chamber, with flat coping stones to the top. Each end of the rectangular chamber is
fitted with heavy timber gates with balance beams which enable the operation of the
gates. The gates commonly seen on the Grand Canal Barrow Line and the Barrow
Navigation are double leafed mitered canal gates, being of chevron-shape, pointing
into the upstream flow. They usually comprise the upper (or breast) gates and the

18
19

Rynne, C. 2006 Industrial Ireland 1750-1930: An Archaeology, p. 354.
Ibid. P. 355.
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lower (or deep) gates of single pound locks, though double locks are also known on the
navigation, such as at Rathangan, Co. Kildare and Ballykeenan, Co. Carlow. The
balance beam usually runs from the top of the miter post horizontally onto the towpath.
Footboards, with protective railings, are common with many being hinged to allow for
opening of the gates. Gates usually featured gate paddles which could be opened and
closed by the raising mechanism. Locks of 60 ft by 14 ft became standard on the Grand
Canal, representing a reduction in size from the French-inspired early locks
constructed in Ireland.
Lock Keeper’s House
The regular movement of canal craft in and out of the locks meant that full-time
operators were required and accommodation in the form of Houses adjacent to the
lock was provided. It is interesting to note the variety of design of lock keeper’s Houses,
which can vary from lock to lock and which are buildings of great charm, particularly
on a remote section of the canal when they exist in complete harmony with the locks.
They can take a very simple form or be a storey and a half or even two-storey in height
and are variously seen to be of rendered masonry or exposed stone.

10.5 Cartographic Review
A cartographic review of the proposed route was confined mainly to the Ordnance
Survey Maps, which are the principal mapping resource available. The OS maps are
very useful, providing, in addition to the buildings, roads and rivers, a wealth of
information on numerous other features throughout the landscape. This is particularly
true of the First Edition (1838) which in some cases provides the first record of many
of the field monuments. The OS 25” maps also detail the layout of the navigation very
clearly, with locks, lock keeper’s Houses, milestones and other navigation features
plainly marked.

10.6

Record of Monuments and Places
Forty Recorded Monuments and three sites noted on the Sites and Monuments Record
were identified in twenty-five townlands that border the proposed Barrow Blueway.
The table below lists all the monuments and their distances from the proposed route.
The Recorded Monuments are described in greater detail in the Cultural Heritage
Catalogue in Appendix 10-1 and included in the Planning Drawings in Appendix 3-1.
The known archaeological sites in the areas immediately adjacent to the canal and the
river also reflect the distribution of sites in the wider area. Bronze Age burial sites
and cooking sites are featured, indicating the importance of Bronze Age sites in the
Barrow Valley region. There is also a high percentage of medieval sites, including
castles and churches. There are also ten towns/villages along the proposed Barrow
Blueway, many of which were Anglo-Norman foundations. There is one shrunken
medieval settlement, at Ardreigh, Co. Kildare, excavation of which yielded a hugely
impressive corpus of finds and features.

10.7

Architectural Heritage
There are two Architectural Conservation Area (ACAs) identified along the navigation
route, at Athy, Co. Kildare (Grand Canal Area) and Carlow (Maryborough Street). The
proposed route is adjacent to an ACA in Monasterevin but not within the curtilage of
that area. There were one hundred and three Protected Structures also identified
along the route, four of which are also Recorded Monuments. They are largely but not
exclusively features relating to the canal and navigation, including locks, lock keeper’s
Houses, weirs, aqueducts, bridges, warehouses and stores and bollards. Other non-
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navigation related Protected Structures include vernacular houses, country houses,
gateways and mills.

10.7.1 Other buildings and features
In addition to the RMP and RPS sites, as many relevant features as could be found on
the proposed Barrow Blueway route have been included in order to give as clear a
picture as possible of the cultural heritage assets of this impressive navigation.
Buildings and features are therefore included in the catalogue that do not have
statutory protection but which form an integral part of the navigation and which are
part of the visual landscape of the towpath to its users. Features like milestones,
culverts and an array of bridges over both the canal and the river are included.

10.7.2 Archaeological Investigations
Archaeological investigations have been carried out in the vicinity of the navigation, due
largely to developer-led projects such as housing developments and road schemes. A
synopsis of the relevant sites is presented in Appendix 10-2. Fifty one licences were
issued for a range of archaeological projects, of which twenty seven did not yield finds
or features of archaeological significance. Of the remaining twenty four sites, one was
riverine, three were prehistoric, four were related to medieval settlements, four were
finds of medieval walls, four were finds of medieval pottery, one was post medieval,
three were nineteenth century, two were human remains and one was timbers of
unknown date, one was a charcoal deposit of unknown date.
The largest excavation to be undertaken close to the route of the navigation was at
Ardreigh, Co. Kildare, to the south of the town of Athy. Excavation in advance of a road
realignment revealed a multi-period site, including a Bronze Age burial and a medieval
cemetery.

10.7.3 Description of the Towpath/Trackway
While the many features of the navigation have been listed above and in the
accompanying catalogue, only the towpath itself will be directly impacted on by the
proposed development and it is important to consider the existing surfacing of the
towpath all along the navigation.
The towpath is a man-made linear pathway on the edge of the navigation channel,
sometimes flanked on the other side by a drainage ditch. Extensive excavations were
carried out to form the towpath, in conjunction with those needed for the channel and
drainage ditch, when present. The original function of the towpath was to
accommodate the horses used to pull canal craft with both goods and passengers. In
the intervening years, since drawing with horses ceased on the navigation, the towpath
has had a largely recreational use, in addition to providing access for use and
maintenance of the features of the navigation. The towpath is obviously not of uniform
size, appearance and finish along the 115km of the navigation and it has many different
manifestations as the surrounding landscape and conditions change. It provides at
various times complete, nature-saturated seclusion and at other times urban bustle,
with the particular atmosphere industrial archaeology exudes, a mixture of practical
engineering and confident visual design that is so compelling. The experience of the
canal towpath is different to that of the river navigation trackway as the narrow stillwater navigation contrasts with the wide flowing river.
All along the navigation, however, irrespective of canal or river location, different
surface treatments to the towpath are evident. This is sometimes due to the towpath
being used as a vehicular access, particularly in sections from Lowtown to Glenaree,
Co. Kildare. An unbound surface is also frequently used in the vicinity of locks and
bridges on the canal, where access to lock keeper’s Houses from the public road is
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normally of more durable surfacing than grass. On the Barrow Navigation, unlike the
canal line, the bridges usually are more massive masonry structures, pre-dating the
late-eighteenth navigation and within a village or a town and so the surfacing of the
towpath in their vicinity is often bound, usually of tarmac and occasionally of pavement.
In the case of Carlow Town Park, which is located to the north of Wellington Bridge,
within the Marybouough Street ACA extensive landscaping works have been carried out
and the towpath is now located on cobble-lock surfacing. The towpath can also be
grass surfaced, which is particularly evident on the beautiful and secluded
Graiguenamanagh to St. Mullins section but which is also evident in many long
stretches almost from the beginning of the canal below Lowtown. In places where the
grass mantle has eroded, other surfacing can be evident below. This surfacing
includes cobbles, which were original to areas on the canal, and gravel surfacing.
There a number of in-towpath bridges, such as the River Lerr and River Greese bridges
and their mortared surfacing is also evident through thinning sod.
Photographic catalogue of the towpath from Lowtown, Co. Kildare to St. Mullins, Co.
Carlow.

Grand Canal Barrow Line at Ballyteige, Co. Kildare
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Lowtown Lock #19 (No. 1) and Fenton Bridge (No. 2), Lowtown, Co. Kildare

Canal at 21st Lock (No. 14)
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Lock #25 (No. 45), Monasterevin, Co. Kildare

Existing towpath at Rathangan, Co. Kildare, looking east.
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View of the canal at Wilson Bridge (No. 28).

View of the canal at Macartney’s Bridge (No. 32).
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Aqueduct (No. 44) at Monasterevin, Co. Kildare.

View of the River Barrow from the Aqueduct (No. 44) at Monasterevin, Co. Kildare.
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Monasterevin, looking towards the Railway Bridge (No. 36).

View of the canal at Fisherstown Bridge (No. 49), Co. Laois.
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View of the canal at Courtwood Bridge (No. 51), Co. Laois.

View of the canal near Vicarstown, Co. Laois.
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View of the Camac Aqueduct (No. D4), Co. Laois.

Canal at Athy (No. 82), Co. Kildare.
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Navigation at Ardreigh/Ardree (No. 92), Co. Kildare, looking north.

View of trackway from Fenton Bridge (96), Co. Kildare.
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Navigation south of Bunberry Bridge (No. 100), Co. Kildare.

Trackway at Levitstown, Co. Kildare, looking north.
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Trackway south of Levitstown Lock (No. 104), Co. Kildare.

Trackway south of Maganey Bridge (No. 107), Co. Kildare.
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Trackway at Newgargen, Co. Carlow.

Trackway adjacent to burial ground (No. 120), north of Carlow town.
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View from north of Carlow Town Park.

View leading south to Wellington Bridge (No. 123), Carlow.
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Trackway leasing south from Carlow Lock (125).

Trackway at Clogrenan Lock, (No. 132), Co. Carlow.
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Trackway north of Milford Canal Bridge (No. 145), Co. Carlow.

Trackway south of Milford Canal Bridge (No. 145), Co. Carlow.
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Trackway south of Leighlinbridge (No. 157), Co. Carlow.

Bridge (No. 152) at Leighlinbridge, Co. Carlow.
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Bagenalstown, Co. Carlow, looking toward Minch Norton (No. 163).

Lodge Mills (No. 166) and Lock #10 (No. 167), Moneybeg, Co. Carlow.
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Trackway at Fenniscourt Lock #11 (No 175).

Trackway between Ballyellin Upper Lock (No. 181) and Goresbridge (No. 183), Co. Carlow,
looking south.
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Trackway south of Goresbridge (No. 183), Co. Carlow.

Goresbridge (No. 183), Co. Carlow.
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Ballyteigela Bridge (No. 191) across the River Barrow.

Clashganna Lock #18 (No. 197).
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View of the navigation from Upper Tinnnahinch Lock, Lock #20 (No. 206).

Graiguenamanagh Bridge (No. 203), Co. Carlow.
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River Barrow at Graiguenamanagh, Co. Carlow.

Trackway south of Lower Tinnahinch Lock, Lock #21 (214).
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Approaching CarrigleanLock, Lock #22 (No. 216), from south.

The Quay at St. Mullins, looking north.
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10.8 Likely and Significant Effects and Mitigation Measures
10.8.1 Do-Nothing Scenario
In the ‘Do Nothing scenario, the proposed project will not proceed. The Barrow
Waymarked Trail will remain in its present condition. It is expected that the area would
continue to be managed and utilised as a recreational and amenity area.

10.8.2 Magnitude of Effects
The magnitude of effects descriptions below are adapted from the NRA Guidelines for
the Assessment of Archaeological Heritage Impacts of National Road Schemes (NRA
2005) as well as the Guidelines for the Assessment of Architectural Heritage Impacts
of National Road Schemes (2005) and are also equated to the EPA Glossary of Impacts
as referred to in Chapter 1.










Severe: Applies where mitigation would be unlikely to remove adverse effects.
Reserved for adverse, negative effects only. These effects arise where a
cultural heritage asset is completely and irreversibly destroyed. This equates
to a Profound effect in the EPA glossary of impacts.
Major: An effect which, by its magnitude, duration or intensity, alters an
important aspect of the environment. An impact like this would be where part
of a site would be permanently impacted upon, leading to a loss of character,
integrity and data about a cultural heritage asset. This equates to a Significant
or Very significant effect in the EPA glossary of impacts.
Moderate: A moderate effect arises where a change to a cultural heritage
asset is proposed which though noticeable, is not such that the integrity of the
site is compromised and which is reversible. This arises where a cultural
heritage asset can be incorporated into a modern day development without
damage and that all procedures used to facilitate this are reversible. This
equates to a Moderate effect in the EPA glossary of impacts.
Minor: An effect which causes changes in the character of the environment
which are not high or very high and do not directly impact or affect a cultural
heritage asset. This equates to a Slight effect in the EPA glossary of impacts.
Imperceptible: An effect on a cultural heritage asset capable of measurement
but without noticeable consequences. This equates to an Imperceptible or Not
Significant effect in the EPA glossary of impacts.

There are four types of effect that any proposed development can have on cultural
heritage assets;
 Direct effects arise where a cultural heritage asset is physically located within
the footprint of the proposed development whereby the removal of part, or all
of the feature or site is thus required.
 Indirect effects may arise as a result of sub-surface works undertaken outside
the footprint of the development, secondary environmental change such as a
reduction in water levels and impacts on setting of cultural heritage assets.
 Cumulative effects arise when the addition of many effects create a larger
more significant effect.
 Residual effects are the degree of environmental changes that will occur after
the proposed mitigation measures have been implemented.

10.8.3 Archaeological Effects
There are three main types of sites which may be affected including;
1. Extant archaeological sites.
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2. Recorded, non-extant archaeological sites.
3. Potential archaeological sites, features or finds.
The likely and significant effects are described below. Table 10.1 below lists the premitigation impacts, and mitigation measures and residual impacts.
Extant archaeological sites
Extant archaeological sites within the area to be affected by groundworks.
There are no extant archaeological sites located within proposed development
footprint that will be impacted directly upon by the proposed works.
Recorded, non-extant archaeological sites.
Recorded, non-extant archaeological sites within the area to be affected by
groundworks.
Cartographic evidence indicates that two known archaeological sites Ballymanus
Castle, Co. Laois (No. 63; RMP LA014-036) and a moated site in Vicarstown, Co. Laois
(No. 55; RMP LA014-007) existed within the towpath. There is no surface trace of these
sites on the towpath and it is possible remains associated with them were removed
during the late-eighteenth century construction. However it may be considered that the
development would have a direct effect on potential sub-surface remains and therefore
archaeological pre-development testing should be undertaken at both locations.
Given the shallow nature and limited extent of the proposed excavations, the proposed
upgrade to the way marked trail at all other locations will have an imperceptible effect.
As mitigation, it is therefore proposed that an archaeologist will be present on site
during the ground excavation works at these locations. The appointed archaeologist
will liaise with the Department of the Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht
Affairs (DAHRRGA) should archaeology be uncovered. A report on the results of the
monitoring shall be compiled and submitted to the relevant authorities on completion
of the project.
Potential archaeological sites, features or finds.
The archaeological potential for sub-surface remains relating to earlier archaeological
sites is low, given that the towpath and existing way marked trail is a man-made path.
In areas where existing ground may have been modified rather than excavated out and
built up again to form the towpath, the potential for sub surface features to remain in
place is medium to high. The potential for finds retrieval is high in all situations, in
both the canal and river areas. This is due to the likelihood that excavated material
was upcast onto the towpath from the new cuts made during the navigation. The profile
of finds recovered from the River Barrow suggests a strong prehistoric to medieval
range and the excavations at the medieval settlement and cemetery at Ardreigh, Co.
Kildare (No. 92) are indicative how highly significant sites, features and finds can lie
undetected. There are a number of indicators of archaeological activity along the route
that might result in finds retrieval during groundworks. These include the site at
Ardreigh and also the mound sites at Castlereban and Moatstown townlands, Co.
Kildare (No’s 68-70), where anecdotal evidence from the locality suggests that bone
was commonly found during farming activities. Due to the scale of the development, it
is the published policy of the Department of Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and
Gaeltacht Affairs that all groundworks be subject to archaeological monitoring. The
potential impact on individual RMP sites, and associated mitigation measures, are
detailed in Table 10.1 below:
Of the forty three sites listed below, nineteen are within the Zone of Archaeological Potential
for a Recorded Monument and seven abut a Zone of Archaeological Potential. The remaining
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seventeen sites that are included below refer to sites whose Zones of Archeological Potential
lie adjacent to the towpath or trackway. The Zone of Archaeological Potential refers to the
circle or polygon that denotes the location of the monument. The location of a site within,
abutting or close to this Zone means the need for archaeological mitigation must be
considered.
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Table 10.1: RMPs – Effects and mitigation measures

No.

Feature & Pre-Mitigation Impact

Townland

RPS

Ballyteige North, Co.
Kildare

RMP
KD13-020
RPS B1301

Ballyteige North, Co.
Kildare

RMP
KD13020001

Ballyteige Castle
9

10

21

(within Zone of Archaeological
Potential).
Low Physical Impact – Excavation
works/Hand rail / .road crossing.
Finds potential.
Inscribed stone (within Zone of
Archaeological Potential).
Low Impact
Rathangan town
(adjacent to Zone of Archaeological
Potential).
Low Physical Impact.Finds

NIAH/WIIAH
119001309

Rathangan/Mullantine,
Co. Kildare

RMP
KD017011

Mountprospect, Co.
Kildare

RMP
KD017031

ITM
Coordinates
675251/
724251

Mitigation

675234/
724240

None

Imperceptible

667013/
719471

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

666287/
718310

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

661447/
701326

Pre-development
testing

Moderate

Archaeological
Monitoring

Assessment of
Residual Effects
Imperceptible

potential.
Fulacht Fiadh
27

(abutting Zone of Archaeological
Potential).
Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Moated Site

55

(within Zone of Archaeological
Potential)
Potential Physical Impact on subsurface remains. Finds potential.

Vicarstown (Dodd),
Co. Laois
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Ballymanus Castle
63

Site of (within Zone of
Archaeological Potential)
Potential Physical Impact on subsurface remains. Finds potential.

Derrybrock,
Co. Laois

RMP
LA014-036

Castlereban South,
Co. Kildare

RMP
KD034001

Castlereban
South/Moatstown,
Co. Kildare

RMP
KD03400201

Moatstown,
Co. Kildare

RMP
KD034003

Ringfort
68

(c. 40m to Zone of Archaeological
Potential)
Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Mound

69

(c. 40m to Zone of Archaeological
Potential)
Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Burial Site

70

(abutting the Zone of
Archaeological Potential)
Low Physical Impact.
Finds potential.
Enclosure

72

82

(within Zone of Archaeological
Potential)
Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Athy
(abutting Zone of Archaeological
Potential)

Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.

Cardington Demesne,
Co. Kildare
Townparks (Athy West
Urban Ed), Townparks
(Athy Rural ED)
(Detached portion)
Athy,
Co. Kildare
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661452/
699198

Pre-development
testing

Moderate

664898/
697457

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

665087/
697413

Archaeological
Monitoring

665291/
697323

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

666965/
695087

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

668239/
693977

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

Imperceptible
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92

Shrunken settlement
(abutting Zone of Archaeological
Significance)

Ardree, Co. Kildare

RMP
KD035032

Grangemellon,
Co. Kildare

RMP
KD037009

Grangemellon,
Co. Kildare

RMP
KD037010

Grangemellon,
Co. Kildare

RMP
KD037011

Maganey Lower,
Co. Kildare

RMP
KD039001

Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Tumulus
(c. 90m from Zone of
97

Archaeological Potential).
Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Gatehouse
(c. 52m from Zone of

98

99

Archaeological Potential).
Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Castle
(within Zone of
Archaeological Potential).
Low Physical Impact.
Finds potential.
Burial
(c. 13.5m from Zone of

105

Archaeological Potential).
Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Cist
(c. 13.5m from Zone of

106

Archaeological Potential).
Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.

Maganey Lower,
Co. Kildare
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668747/
692460

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

676044/
689672

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

670067/
689540

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

669997/
689507

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

671817/
684995

Archaeological
Monitoring

671814/
684996

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

Imperceptible
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Burial Ground
(c. 79m from Zone of
112

Archaeological Potential).
No Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Weir

114

Marked on Heritage Viewer,
(adjacent to towpath).
No Physical Impact.
Castle
(abutting the Zone of

115

Archaeological Potential).
Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.

Newgarden,
Co. Carlow

RMP
CW002001

Bestfield or
Dunganstown,
Co. Carlow

SMR
CW002015

Bestfield or
Dunganstown,
Co. Carlow

Flat Cemetery
(c. 170m from Zone of
118

119

120

Archaeological Potential).
No Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Carlow Town
(within Zone of Archaeological
Potential).

Burial Ground
(abutting Zone of Archaeological
Potential).

RMP
CW002003

Strawhall, Co. Carlow

RMP CW
002-004

Carlow, Co. Carlow

RMP
CW007018

Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.

Carlow, Co. Carlow

No Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
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RMP
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671750/
680827

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

671769/
679860

None

Imperceptible

671730/
679462

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

672014/
678517

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

671953/
676710

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

671933/
677400

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible
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123

Wellington Bridge
(Within Zone of Archaeological
Potential).

Carlow, Co. Carlow

RMP
CW007018
CT113

Clogrenan, Co.
Laois/Clogrenan, Co.
Carlow

RMP
CW007033 and
LA037-008

No Physical Impact.

138

139

Castle
(within the Zone of Archaeological
Potential).

Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Gateway
(within the Zone of Archaeological
Potential).

WIIAH 178

10300704
Clogrenan, Co. Carlow

RPS
CW247a

Killeeshal, Co. Carlow

RMP
CW007061

Killeeshal, Co. Carlow

SMR
CW007120

Ballyknockan (Idrone
West By), Co. Carlow

RMP
CW012070002
RPS CW33

671567/
676729

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

669711/
673659

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

669719/
673654

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

669833/
672551

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

669885/
672384

Archaeological
Monitoring

668990/
665512

Archaeological
Monitoring

No Physical Impact.
142

Enclosure
(c. 58m from Zone of

Archaeological Potential).
No Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Enclosure
143

152

Marked on Heritage Viewer.
(c. 100m from towpath).
No Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Bridge at Leighlinbridge
(within Zone of Archaeological
Potential).

No Physical Impact.
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155

Black Castle
(within Zone of Archaeological
Potential).

Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.

157

158

159

Historic town
(within Zone of Archaeological
Potential).

Medium Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Carmelite Friars
(within Zone of Archaeological
Potential).

Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Flat Cemetery
(within Zone of Archaeological
Potential).

Low Physical Impact.
Finds potential.

Leighlinbridge, Co.
Carlow

RMP
CW01207003
National
Monument
No. 438

Ballyknockan (Idrone
West/By)Leighlinbridge,
Co. Carlow

RMP
CW012070

Leighlinbridge, Co.
Carlow

RMP
CW01207005

Leighlinbridge, Co.
Carlow

RMP
CW01207006

Kilree, Co. Carlow

SMR
CW016131

Sliguff, Co. Carlow

RMP
CW019002001/
002002

Excavated Pits
173

Marked on Heritage Viewer, (c. 52m
from towpath).
No Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Church and Graveyard

177

(c. 62m from Zone of
Archaeological Potential).
No Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
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669029/
665481

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

669093/
665488

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

669073/
665443

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

669065/
665375

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

669364/
660572

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

669747/
658595

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible
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Ballyteigelea, Co.
Carlow

RMP
CW022054001
and 054002

Tinnahinch, Co. Carlow

RMP
CW024026

Tinnahinch, Co. Carlow

RMP
CW024029
RMP
KK029042

Tinnahinch, Co. Carlow

RMP
CW024027002

Tinnahinch, Co. Carlow

RMP
CW024027001

Tinnahinch, Co. Carlow

RMP
CW024028

Holy Well and Mass Rock
189

(abutting the Zone of
Archaeological Potential).
No Physical Impact.
Castle

208

(within Zone of Archaeological
Potential).
Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Wooden Bridge

209

(within Zone of Archaeological
Potential).
Medium Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Church

210

(c. 100m from Zone of
Archaeological Potential).
No Physical Impact. Finds
potential.
Graveyard

211

(c. 100m from Zone of
Archaeological Potential).
No Physical Impact.
Holy Well

212

(c. 50m from Zone of
Archaeological Potential).
No Physical Impact.
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669789/
651267

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

670738/
643418

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

670660/
643443

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

670888/
643072

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

670888/
643072

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

670925/
642848

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible
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Motte and Bailey
225

within the Zone of Archaeological
Potential).
No Physical Impact. Finds
potential.

St. Mullins, Co. Carlow

RMP
CW026011012

St. Mullins, Co. Carlow.

RMP
CW026011

Historic town
226

within the Zone of Archaeological
Potential).
Low Physical Impact. Finds
potential
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Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible

672698/
638077

Archaeological
Monitoring

Imperceptible
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While it is not expected that the groundworks associated with the formation of the
upgraded towpath surface will be of great depths, excavation to an approximate depth
of 100mm for surface types A (Unbound), B (Bound) and D (Concrete) is expected.
Groundworks will also be required for the construction of the proposed footbridge in
Athy and at Rathangan. The depths required for the erection of signage will not exceed
700mm in localised sections. As mitigation, it is therefore proposed that an
archaeologist will be present on site during the ground excavation works at the
locations listed on Table 10.1 above. The appointed archaeologist will liaise with the
Department of the Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs (DAHRRGA)
should archaeology be uncovered. A report on the results of the monitoring shall be
compiled and submitted to the relevant authorities on completion of the project.

10.8.4 Architectural Effects
The proposed route is located within two ACAs, at Athy, Co. Kildare, (Grand Canal Area)
and Carlow (Maryborough Street). The Grand Canal Area ACA is located on the western
side of Athy, with the western bank of the Grand Canal forming the south-western limit
of the designated conservation area. The Maryborough Street ACA is located to the
north of Wellington Bridge, on the western bank. There are one hundred and three
Protected Structures on or close to the navigation, four of which are also Recorded
Monuments. Unlike the situation with Recorded Monuments, where very few are
directly associated with the late-eighteenth century navigation, the majority of
Protected Structures are directly related to the infrastructure of the canal and the
navigation, including locks, lock keeper’s houses and bridges. The exceptions are
some of the bridges of the Barrow Navigation which pre-date the works to make the
river navigable.
The likely and significant effects on the ACA and the Protected Structures can be
assessed under the following headings:



Direct effects; including impact on the fabric of a Protected Structure or on
buildings or features within the curtilage of a Protected Structure.
Indirect effects; including impact on the setting of a Protected Structure.

Direct effects:
There will be a direct effect on the ACA in Athy, Co. Kildare, due to the construction of
a pedestrian footbridge north-west of the Barrow Lock #28. This effect is considered
to be moderate on the ACA (Table 10.2 below) as the intervention will not have a
negative effect on the integrity of the site and it is reversible.
Resurfacing of the towpath/trackway will occur along the entire route. In all but one
case, no fabric or features associated with the Protected Structures along the route
will be affected. The site that will be impacted by the proposed resurfacing is Horse
Bridge (No. 86, RPS AY173; Table 10.2 below), which currently has a partially preserved
cobbled surface amid unbound surfacing. It is proposed to lay a bound treatment over
the cobbled surface. Horse Bridge is also located within the ACA for the Grand Canal
Area. This is a direct effect which can be considered as a moderate effect as there will
be a change to the cultural heritage asset but it is reversible and it will not compromise
the integrity of the site. The proposed change to the surfacing of Horse Bridge, Athy
has implications for the appearance of the bridge, as the historic surface will be
concealed beneath the proposed replacement surface and this direct effect on the
character of the bridge is considered to be moderate. The existing cobbled surface
should be recorded prior to the resurfacing works.
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It is proposed to affix handrails on the water-side edge of the trail under all the bridges
along the canal and the navigation. The handrails will be fixed to the edge of the
watercourse, not the bridges themselves. There will not be a direct impact of these
proposed works on the Protected Structures.
During the works it is recommended that ‘appropriate care’ is taken during
construction. ‘Appropriate care’ refers to work systems that are put in place in
advance of construction commencing that ensure the safety of archaeological sites or
architectural features. The best way to avoid impact or damage to the cultural heritage
assets is to reduce ground disturbance to essential works only in areas where
significant sites are located. Site compounds, storage areas and turning areas should
be sited away from these sensitive areas. The needs of each site may be different and
therefore, prior to the construction programme commencing, a site-specific method
statement should be compiled by the design team to illustrate how these sites should
be protected. Early consultation between the design team and the contractor is
important to ensure sensitive sites are highlighted to construction personnel. This
should be done in writing via the method statement, on the drawings and on site. On
site systems should comprise establishing buffer zones around sensitive sites, no–
machine areas and/or red flags indicating sensitive surfaces to which greater care
should be given, as relevant.
Prior to the construction commencing, a site-specific method statement should be
compiled by the design team in consultation with the appointed contractor and project
archaeologist to demonstrate how works near or adjacent to Protected Structures will
be completed without having an impact on the structure. On site systems should
comprise establishing buffer zones around sensitive sites, no–machine areas and/or
red flags indicating sensitive surfaces to which greater care should be given, as
relevant.
Table 10.2:RPS – Direct Effects and mitigation measures

No.

Feature &
Pre-Mitigation
Impact

Horse Bridge
86

Change to
bound surface

Townlan
d

Athy,
Co.
Kildare

RPS

AY173
(also
within
Grand
Canal
Area
ACA)

Grand Canal
Area ACA
90

Construction
of pedestrian
footbridge over
the Grand
Canal

Athy,
Co.
Kildare

NIAH/WII
AH

ITM
Coordin
ates

11507057
WIIAH 131

668196/69
3515

11500056

667973/69
3565

AY17
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Recording
of full
extent of
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prior to
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Monitorin
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Moderat
e
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Indirect Effects:
There are various treatments to the existing surface of the towpath/trackway all along
the route, including tarmac, unbound surfaces and grass.
In many areas the
towpath/trackway is finished in an unbound surface in the vicinity of locks and lock
keeper’s Houses, such as at Lock #23 St. Mullins (No.’s 222-221, RPS CW482, CW481).
It is proposed to change the surfacing to either a bound or an unbound finish. Therefore
there are potential indirect effects on the setting of the Protected Structures due to the
proximity of these cultural heritage assets to the route and consequently all of the
Protected Structures on or close to the route are included in Table 10.3 below.
The settings of two locks and their associated lock keeper’s houses in particular are
impacted by this change of surfacing, Locks #21 and #22. Both locks comprise the
lock itself and the adjacent lock keeper’s House, Lock #21 Lower Tinnahinch (No. 214,
RPS 499) and Lock Keeper’s House (No. 215, RPS CW358) and Lock #22 Carriglead (No.
216, RPS
CW235a) and Lock Keeper’s House (No. 217, CW236). In both cases the proposed
resurfacing of the trackway will result in a minor effect, which is defined as ‘an effect
which causes changes in the character of the environment which are not high or very
high and do not directly impact or affect a cultural heritage asset.’ There are no
proposed changes to the Protected Structures themselves and the proposed alteration
is reversible.
For the most part the proposed works in the vicinity of the bridges along the navigation
involve upgrading the existing surfaces, providing safety signage, chicanes, laying out
of zebra crossings and pedestrian and cyclist crossings and this has the potential for
indirect effects. At Spencer Bridge, Co. Kildare (No. 24, RPS B17-27), speed humps
raised traffic tables will be provided on either approach to the bridge in addition to
signage. The roadway will be widened at Glenaree Bridge (No. 17, RPS B17-16) and
existing gates will be replaced. The details of the proposed changes to the bridge
crossings are indicated in the list below in Table 10.3.
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Table 10.3: RPS – Indirect Effects and mitigation measures

No.

Feature & Pre-Mitigation Impact

5

Huband/Greene Bridge

8

Skew Bridge

9

Ballyteige Castle

Signage and markings.

Townland

RPS

Ballyteige North, Co.
Kildare
Ballyteige North, Co.
Kildare
Ballyteige North, Co.
Kildare

B13-25
B13-26
B13-01

Glenaree Lock
Glenaree Bridge
17

New pedestrian and cyclist
crossing, replace existing gates,
widening of road with bound finish
and markings.
Rathangan Bridge

22

Signage and a new drop kerb for
access.

Glenaree,
Kildare

Rathangan Demesne,
Co. Kildare

Spencer Bridge
24

New pedestrian and cyclist
crossing, speed humps to
approaches, signage, new toucan
crossing. New footbridge and
carpark to the west.

Co.

28

30

Thatched House

B17-26
B17-27

Rathangan Demesne/
Mullantine,
Co. Kildare

Kiltaghan North,
Co. Kildare

B16-02

Ummeras More, Co.
Kildare

B21-15
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11901307
WIIAH 8
11901308
WIIAH 5
119001309

ITM
Coordinates
675819/724462
675554/724386

11901703
WIIAH 17, 18

675251/
724251
670603/
721559
670586/
721547

11810015
WIIAH 23

667319/
719268

11810017
WIIAH 27

666797/
718949

11901602
WIIAH 33

11902112
WIIAH 37

B17-16

Wilson’s Bridge

New pedestrian and cyclist
crossing, new pathway, signage,
safety rails.

NIAH/WIIAH

10-56

Mitigation
None
Required
None
Required
None
Required
Appropriate
care during
works

Assessment of
Residual Effects
Imperceptible
Imperceptible
Imperceptible
Imperceptible

Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

665216/
717310

Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

664721/715251

None requried

Imperceptible

Imperceptible
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31

Ummeras Bridge

Signage, road crossing.
Macartney’s Bridge and 24th Lock

32

33

35

New pedestrian and cyclist
crossing, new gate to replace
existing, signage, road crossing.
Ballykelly Malthouse
Shepherd’s Brook Bridge/High
Bridge

Railings to underpass, new fence,
signage, on-road cycle lanes

Ummeras More,
Co. Kildare
Coolsickin or
Quinsborough,
Kildare

B21-17

Co.

Millfarm (Monasterevin
Ed),Co. Kildare

B21-16

B21-04

Oldgrange,
(Monasterevin Ed),
Co. Kildare

B21-18

11902111
WIIAH 36

664660/
715154

Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

11902104
WIIAH 39, 42

663144/
712843
663146/
712872
663095/712429

None required

Imperceptible

662738/711427

Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

11816112

662506/710878

Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

11902103
WIIAH 44
11902113
WIIAH 49

37

Vent Pipe

Monasterevin, Co. Kildare

B26-42

Warehouse

Monasterevin, Co. Kildare

B21-27

11816093
WIIAH 52

662502/710846

38

Moore’s Bridge

Monasterevin, Co. Kildare

B26-25

11816006
WIIAH 55

662369/710643

42

Lift Bridge

Zebra crossings, signage

Monasterevin,
Co. Kildare

B26-22

11816003
WIIAH 56

662357/
710688

Monasterevin Aqueduct

Monasterevin, Co. Kildare

B26-23

11816004
WIIAH 60

662334/710667

44

46

Foot bridge at 25th Lock

Skirteen,
Co. Kildare

B21-28

11816101
WIIAH 57

662259/
710446

43
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Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible
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New pedestrian and cyclist
crossing, new gate to replace
existing, signage.
Fisherstown Bridge
49

New pedestrian and cyclist
crossing, signage

12800902
WIIAH 69

662243/
705742

WIIAH 74

661840/
704154

12801402
WIIAH 89

661359/702789

RPS 593

Fisherstown,
Co. Laois

RPS 562

Courtwood, Co. Laois

RPS 834

Courtwood, Co. Laois

Courtwood Bridge
51

54

Handrails to towpath, road
crossing
Grattan Aqueduct

Guard rails, chicane barrier
Warehouse 1

Vicarstown (Dodd), Co.
Laois

RPS 606

12801428
WIIAH 95

661416/700522

57

Warehouse 2

Vicarstown (Dodd), Co.
Laois

RPS 607

12801429
WIIAH 92

661420/700562

58

Warehouse 3

Vicarstown (Dodd), Co.
Laois

RPS 608

12801430
WIIAH 91

661431/700586

59

12801403
WIIAH 93

661453/
700513

12801414
WIIAH 98

661445/699062

Vicarstown Bridge
60

64

New pedestrian and cyclist
crossing, new fencing to replace
existing, signage, safety rail and
new footpath along R427..
Camac Aqueduct
Safety rail

Vicarstown (Dodd),
Co. Laois

RPS 594

Derrybrook, Co. Laois

RPS 603
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Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

Appropriate
care during
works

Slight negative
impact.

Imperceptible

Slight negative
impact
Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible
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65
67

Ballymanus Bridge

Handrails to towpath
House

Ballymanus, Co. Laois

RPS
838

Castlereban South, Co.
Kildare

B34-05

Milltown Bridge
71

New pedestrian and cyclist
crossing, bound finish to
underpass, signage.

Castlereban South,
Co. Kildare

B34-07

Cardington Lock
73

74

New pedestrian and cyclist
crossing, new gate to replace
existing, signage.
St. Mary’s Cemetery
Lennon’s Bridge

WIIAH 101

661537/
698575

Appropriate
care during
works
None required

Imperceptible

11903402

663870/697422

11903404
WIIAH 110

665312/
697420

Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

11500002
WIIAH 112

667167/
694701

Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

Cardington,
Co. Kildare

AY011

Woodstock North, Co.
Kildare

11500039
WIIAH 113

667230/694530

AY015

Townparks (Athy West
Urban Ed),
Co. Kildare

AY016

11500038
WIIAH 114

667302/
694511

11501127

667612/694050

75

New pedestrian and cyclist
crossing, chicane, signage.

76

Bollards

Townparks (Athy West
Urban Ed), Co. Kildare

AY137

Stables/Canal Store

Woodstock South, Co.
Kildare

AY152

11501148
WIIAH 118

667691/693922

77

Minch Norton Malthouse

Woodstock South, Co.
Kildare

AY151

11501150
WIIAH 119

667707/693880

78

Athy Lock, Lock #27

Woodstock South, Co.
Kildare

AY155

11501115
WIIAH 120

667760/693855

79
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Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible
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Augustus Bridge

Townparks (Athy West
Urban Ed),
Co. Kildare

AY156

11501114
WIIAH 123

667772/
693837

Woodstock South, Co.
Kildare

AY150

11501151
WIIAH 129

667890/693666

Bollards

Barrow Lock, Lock #28

Bleach, Co. Kildare

AY171

11507071
WIIAH 133

668131/693514

84

Priory Pedestrian Gateway

Athy, Co. Kildare

AY172

11507058
WIIAH 132

668154/693517

85

Railway Bridge

Bleach, Co. Kildare

AY174

11507056
WIIAH 144

668237/693411

87
88

Weir

Coneyburrow (Athy Rural
Ed), Co. Kildare

Ay175

668251/693391

89

Duke’s Lodge

Coneyburrow (Athy Rural
Ed), Co. Kildare

AY176

11507055
WIIAH 146
11507054
WIIAH 145
11500056

667550/694157

WIIAH 156

668585/
692408

11903511
WIIAH 155
11903708
WIIAH 161

668690/692437

80

New pedestrian and cyclist
crossing, zebra crossing, signage.

83

90

Grand Canal

Bleach, Co. Kildare

AY017

Lift Bridge
91

Provision of new unbound surface,
chicane, signage.

Ardree, Co. Kildare

AY186

93

Ardreigh House

Ardree, Co. Kildare

B35-04
AY185

Bunberry Bridge

Grangemellon,
Co. Kildare

B37-23

100

Unbound surface, signage.
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668300/693354
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670575/
688325

Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
None required

Imperceptible

Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
None requierd

Imperceptible

Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible
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101

Grangeford House
Levitstown Lifting Bridge

Grangemellon, Co.
Kildare

B37-09

Grangemellon,
Co. Kildare

B37-13
B37-14

102

Bound surface to south and
unbound surface to north, signage.

103

Levitstown Mill

Levitstown (Grangemellon
Ed)

Maganey Bridge

Maganey Lower, Co.
Kildare

Kildare
RPS B3904 Laois
RPS 486
RPS CW409

107

Surface dressing and signage.

113

Belle Vista

Newgarden, Co. Carlow

116

Bestfield Lock #4

Bestfield or
Dunganstown, Co. Carlow

RPS CW177

Carlow, Co. Carlow

CT113

CT62

123

Wellington Road Bridge

11903709

670755/688296

None required

Imperceptible

11903710
WIIAH 165

670628/
687935

Imperceptible

11903711
WIIAH 167
12802609
WIIAH 168

670577/687759

Appropriate
care during
works
None required

671630/
684759

Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

10300202
10300201
WIIAH 170

671791/680556
671637/679323

Imperceptible
Imperceptible

WIIAH 178

671567/676729

None requierd
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
None required
None required
None required
Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible
Imperceptible
Imperceptible

671547/676721
124

Bridge Stores

Graiguecullen, Co. Carlow

139

Clogrenan Entrance Arch/Gateway

Clogrenan, Co. Carlow

140
141

St. John’s Church of Ireland
Cloydage Glebe House

Killeeshal, Co. Carlow
Killeeshal, Co. Carlow

RPS
CW247a
RPS CW399
RPS CW340

Ballygowan, Co. Carlow

RPS CW128

145

Milford Canal Bridge

Handrail, proposed passing bay.
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10300704

669719/673654

10300706
10300797
10400401
WIIAH 195

669730/672780
669756/672754
669748/670585
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Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible
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Milford Lift Bridge
146

147

148

150

Temporary Construction
Compound, new pedestrian gate.
Milford Lock #7

Proposed passing bay.
Lock Keeper’s House
Rathvinden Lock #8

Works to mooring posts.
Barrow Bridge, Leighlinbridge

RPS CW129

10400407
WIIAH 200

669924/670191

Ballygowan, Co. Carlow

RPS CW130

10400410
WIIAH 199

669984/670052

Ballygowan, Co. Carlow

WIIAH 201

669946/670068

Ballygowan, Co. Carlow

RPS CW133

RPS CW467

10301244
WIIAH 205

669416/666458

Rathvinden, Co. Carlow
Ballyknockan (Idrone
West By), Co. Carlow

RPS CW33

10400508
WIIAH 207

66899/
665512

10400507
WIIAH 208
10400509

668930/665520

670232/663139

RPS CW455

10301652
WIIAH 214
10400420
WIIAH 219

670708/662356

10400604
WIIAH 227
10400602
WIIAH 228

669819/661823

152

Zebra crossing, signage.

153

E. Cullen & Sons

Ballyknockan (Idrone
West By), Co. Carlow

RPS CW32

156

Garrison House

Leighlinbridge, Co.
Carlow

RPS362

160

Rathellin Lock

Proposed passing bay

Rathellin, Co. Carlow

163

Minch Norton

Dunleckny, Co. Carlow

RPS CW274

166

Lodge Mills

Moneybeg, Co. Carlow

RPS CW392

167

Muine Bheag Lock #10

Moneybeg, Co. Carlow

RPS CW390
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669030/665451

669808/661856

Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
None required

Imperceptible.

Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
None requried

Imperceptible

Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible
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Lock Keeper’s House #10

Moneybeg, Co. Carlow

RPS CW379

10400602
WIIAH 226

669805/661869

168

Mhuine Bheag Lift Bridge

Moneybeg, Co. Carlow

RPS CW391

10400603
WIIAH 229

669825/661859

169

WIIAH 236

669704/659406

Fenniscourt Lock #11
175

Temporary Construction
Compound.

Sliguff, Co. Carlow

RPS CW477

Sliguff Lock #12

Sliguff, Co. Carlow

RPS CW478

10301901
WIIAH 241

668616/657415

179

Ballyellin Upper Lock #13

RPS CW120

10301903
WIIAH 243

668644/654974

181

668375/653751

Barrow Bridge, Goresbridge

Ballyellin and
Tomdarragh,
Co. Carlow
Ballyellen and
Tomdarragh, Co. Carlow
and Barrowmount, Co.
Kilkenny

184

Mill Building

Ballyellen and
Tomdarragh, Co. Carlow

RPS CW124

10301904(CW)
12311002
(KK)
WIIAH 247
12311001
WIIAH 248

Lower Ballyellin Lock #14

Ballyellin and
Tomdarragh, Co. Carlow

RPS CW121

10301905
WIIAH 250

669064/653093

185

Lock Keeper’s House, Lock #14

Ballyellen and
Tomdarragh, Co. Carlow

RPS CW122

10301905
WIIAH 251

669079/653069

186

Ballyteigelea Lock #15

Ballyteigelea (Idrone East
By), Co. Carlow

RPS CW171

10302201
WIIAH 252

669720/650994

187

183

Temporary Construction
Compound and proposed bicycle
stand.
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RPS CW6
& C92
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668444/653765

Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible
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Ballyteigelea Bridge

10302233
(CW)
12402504
(KK)
WIIAH 256
10302234
WIIAH 258

670909/650479

Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

671760/649636

Imperceptible

WIIAH 259

671769/649651

Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works

Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

Ballyteigelea (Idrone East
By), Co. Carlow

RPS CW34
&
C443

Borris Lock #16

Borris, Co. Carlow

RPS CW192

193

Lock Keeper’s House Lock #16

Borris, Co. Carlow

RPS CW205

Bunnahowan Bridge

Ballynagrane, Co. Carlow

RPS CW179

10302207
WIIAH 262

672799/648899

194

Ballynagrane Lock #17

Ballynagrane, Co. Carlow

RPS CW161

10302239
WIIAH 264

673255/647888

195

WIIAH 263

673266/647903

196

Lock Keeper’s House, Lock#17

Ballynagrane, Co. Carlow

RPS CW160
10302401
WIIAH 268

673511/645995

673522/645949

RPS CW140

10302401
WIIAH 270

672496/645222

RPS CW141

10302402
WIIAH 271

191

Replacement of existing gates with
chicanes

192

Clashganna
Lock#18
197

198

200

Temporary Construction
Compound and proposed bicycle
stand.

Cournellan, Co. Carlow

Lock Keeper’s House #18

Cournellan, Co. Carlow

Ballykeenan Lock #19

Ballykeenan (Forth By),
Co. Carlow
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Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Imperceptible
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201

Lock Keeper’s House
Graiguenamanagh Bridge

Ballykeenan (Forth By),
Co. Carlow

RPS CW
139

Tinnahinch, Co. Carlow,
Graiguenamanagh, Co.
Kilkenny

RPS
CW469/
C125

WIIAH 272

672512/645199

10302404/
12318004
WIIAH 279

670930/
643648

670795/643480

203

Zebra crossing, raised segregation
island, upgraded parking area,
proposed bicycle stand.

205

Tinnahinch Estate House

Tinnahinch, Co. Carlow

RPS CW501

206

Upper Tinnahinch Lock # 20

Tinnahinch, Co. Carlow

RPS CW498

10302405
WIIAH 284
10302406
WIIAH 285

Canal Agent’s House

Tinnahinch, Co. Carlow

RPS CW497

10302407
WIIAH 286

670690/643419

207

Lower Tinnahinch Lock #21

Knockeen, Co. Carlow

RPS CW499

10302408
WIIAH 289

671706/642461

214

Lock Keeper’s House, #21

Knockeen, Co. Carlow

RPS CW358

10302408
WIIAH 219

671728/642464

215

RPS
CW235a

10302409
WIIAH 288

672326/641780

Carriglead, Co. Carlow

RPS CW236

10302409
WIIAH 290

672352/641775

Carriglead, Co. Carlow

10302603
WIIAH
294

672181/638813

216

217

220

Carriglead Lock #22

Lock Keeper’s House #22
St. Mullins
Lock #23

Proposed bicycle stands and
passing bays.

St. Mullins, Co. Carlow
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RPS CW482
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670688/643432

Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

Imperceptible

None required
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible
Imperceptible

Imperceptible

Minor

Minor

Minor

Minor

Imperceptible
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221

Lock Keeper’s House #23

St. Mullins, Co. Carlow

RPS CW481

St. Mullins Mill
224

Temporary Construction
Compound.

St. Mullins, Co. Carlow

RPS CW485

227

Rudkins Mill

Bagenlstown, Co. Carlow

RPS CW65
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10302602
WIIAH 293

672190/638850

10302606
WIIAH 299

672838/637888

10400612
WIIAH 221

670331/661891
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Appropriate
care during
works
Appropriate
care during
works

Imperceptible

None required

Imperceptible

Imperceptible
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10.8.5 Potential effects on non-RMP/RPS features
Not all the features along the navigation have been included on the Record of Protected
Structures maintained by the relevant county councils nor have they be designated
Recorded Monuments due to their relatively recent age but these features can still be
considered cultural heritage assets. Some, like Lowtown Lock #19 (No. 1) and Fenton
Bridge (No. 2), at the start of the proposed Barrow Blueway, are indistinguishable from
other lock and bridge sites that have been included on the Record of Protected
Structures. It is noteworthy that so many of the elements of the navigation have been
given the protection afforded by the Record of Protected Structures, through the Local
Government Planning and Development Act 2000, but those that have not are still
significant in the heritage landscape of the navigation and they should be preserved
and conserved as essential components of the canal and river. However, as they are
not Protected Structures, their setting is not protected under the legislation.
In the list of non-RMP/RPS features below and in Appendix 10.3, there is a strong
representation of the industrial archaeological heritage of the canal and river
navigation. Features have been included in this list because they occur along or on the
edges of the towpath/trackway and they are largely connected with the process. They
include milestones, culverts, water storage units and pumps, as well as the bridges,
lock houses, locks and storehouses. A small number of non-canal related buildings
are also included if they border the towpath. The impact of the works can be
considered under the headings of Direct effects and Indirect effects. The Table 10.4
below outlines the predicted impact, mitigation measures and residual impact.
Direct effects:
The list of seven sites in Table 10.4 (below) includes cultural heritage assets that are
within the towpath/trackway itself. These features include six bridges that carry the
towpath/trackway over tributaries that flow into the navigation. The list also includes
one example of exposed cobbled surfacing in Grangeclare West, Co. Kildare, of a kind
that would have been quite common in areas along the towpath (No. 4, cobbled
surface). There are potential direct effects on these features arising from the proposed
resurfacing of the towpath/trackway and these are assessed for effects in Table 10.4
below. It is considered that there will be minor effects on these sites due to the works.
These effects can be mitigated entirely by avoidance of any groundworks or resurfacing
associated with the cobbled surface (No. 4) and simple resurfacing without invasive
groundworks in unbound finish for the six bridges.
Indirect effects:
There are no direct effects on the remaining seventy nine features which are listed in
Appendix 10-3. The proposed upgrade to the towpath/trackway surface will have
indirect effect on these features and their presence is highlighted to ensure their
continued protection, particularly during construction works. Indirect effects that were
considered include the proposed signage works to junctions and bridges. This will
comprise signage and pedestrian and cyclist crossings and whatever relevant
resurfacing that has been proposed for those particular locations. The indirect effect
of resurfacing has also been considered on the setting of the sites, such as locks and
lock keeper’s houses. The impact of these indirect effects is imperceptible.
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Table 10.4 Direct Effects on non-RPS/RMP sites.

No.

Feature & Premitigation
Impact

Townland

NIAH/
WIIAH
WIIAH 7

Cobbled surface
4

110

111

Proposed
Resurfacing

River Greese
Bridge

Proposed
Resurfacing
River Lerr
Bridge

Proposed
Resurfacing

161

170

199

202

Rathellin
Towpath Bridge

Proposed
Resurfacing
Two towpath
bridge
Proposed
Resurfacing
Clashganna
Tributary Bridge
Proposed
Resurfacing
Stream
Tributary Bridge

ITM Coordinate
s
675852/
724516

Grangeclare
West, Co.
Kildare

WIIAH 169

671178/
682965

WIIAH 174

671406/
681538

WIIAH 215

670205/
663204

WIIAH 231

669138/
661636

WIIAH 269

673515/
645953

WIIAH 274

672362/
644999

Jerusalem,
Co. Kildare
Jerusalem,
Co.
Kildare/Newa
cre,
Co. Carlow
Rathellin, Co.
Carlow

Moneybeg,
Co. Carlow

Cournellan,
Co. Carlow
Ballykeenan
(Forth By),
Co. Carlow

Mitigation

Preservatio
n in situ
and
appropriate
care during
constructio
n
Appropriate
care during
constructio
n
Appropriate
care during
constructio
n

Assessment
of Residual
Effects
Minor

Minor

Minor

Appropriate
care during
constructio
n
Appropriate
care during
works

Minor

Appropriate
care during
constructio
n
Appropriate
care during
works

Minor

Minor

Minor

10.8.6 Operational Phase Effects
Due to the nature of the operational phase of the project which will facilitate the
continued use of the existing track by walkers and cyclists the potential for effects
during this phase are limited. The likely increase in visitor numbers will have an
imperceptible effect on the features of cultural heritage along the route. Maintenance
of the route will be required during the operational phase, however this will be similar
to the existing maintenance regime and the potential for significant effects are unlikely.
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10.8.7 Cumulative Effects
Cumulative impact is defined as ‘The addition of many small impacts to create one
larger, more significant, impact’ (EPA 2002, 33). It is also defined as ‘impacts that result
from incremental changes caused by other past, present or reasonably foreseeable
actions together with the project’ (EC 1999). Cumulative effects encompass the
combined effects of multiple developments or activities on a range of receptors. In this
case the receptors are the archaeological monuments and architectural/cultural
heritage sites in the immediate vicinity of the proposed development.
In this regard in order to assess overall cumulative effects on archaeology and cultural
heritage the proposed project is considered in the context of other developments listed
in Chapter 2. These include some small scale construction projects which are not
within the Zone of Archaeological Potential for any sites.

10.8.8 Conclusions and Recommendations
The Grand Canal Barrow Line and the Barrow Navigation was an impressive
achievement, especially considering the difficult years of construction in the lateeighteenth century and the precarious financial position of its controlling companies.
Those involved in its construction managed to produce a remarkable resource to the
regions it traversed. The peak of its commercial success in its primary role as a
navigation for goods and passengers was in the mid-nineteenth century but its
contribution to the localities it still serves as a leisure resource is immense.
While acknowledging this invaluable role to the regions and to tourists alike as a
leisure resource, the navigation is at its core a prime industrial heritage asset that
should be considered in its entirety. Both the Grand Canal Barrow Line and the Barrow
Navigation are fine examples of canal and navigation engineering and architecture.
This linear and multifaceted entity has an enviable stock of well-designed and wellpreserved architectural features, with regular groupings of bridges, locks and lock
keeper’s houses all along the navigation.
The cultural assets identified in this report are not confined to the navigation as the
canal and the river also traverse landscapes rich in archaeological remains that
provides tangible evidence for the importance of the River Barrow as a magnet for
human settlement from earliest times. The rich heritage of the river is clearly seen in
the variety of archaeological and architectural sites that owe their existence to its life
and livelihood-giving waters. The archaeological sites that occur on or near the
existing way marked trail cover a wide date range, with the site of Ardreigh, Co. Kildare,
(No. 92) showing how the areas adjacent to the River Barrow were inhabited over
thousands of years. The medieval period is particularly well represented along the
navigation. The catalogue of two hundred and twenty seven sites identified as part of
the cultural heritage assessment are evidence of the wide date range and variety of
site types associated with or close to the canal and navigation (Appendix 10-1).
This report comprises an assessment of the likely significant effects of the proposed
development of the Barrow Blueway, including construction and operational phases.
The effects on the archaeological, architectural and cultural heritage landscape were
assessed.
Archaeology
Forty-three archaeological sites were identified during the archaeological
assessment, which was based on desktop research and field surveys. Through a
detailed examination of the baseline data available, including previous archaeological
investigations at or in the vicinity of the site, and a detailed site inspection, it was
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concluded the archaeological potential for survival of features is low and the
archaeological potential for finds retrieval is high.
Where significant effects are likely, appropriate mitigation measures have been
recommended in order to minimise any such effects. The navigation passes through a
number of Zones of Archaeological Potential associated with Recorded Monuments.
Pre-development testing in advance of the construction works commencing is
recommended for the Ballymanus Castle site (No. 63) at Derrybrock, Co. Laois and the
moated site at Vicarstown, Co. Laois (No. 55). It is further recommended that the
groundworks associated with the proposed development are monitored by a qualified
archaeologist at the locations identified in Table 10.1. Due to the scale of the
development, it is the published policy of the Department of Arts, Heritage, Regional,
Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs that all groundworks be subject to archaeological
monitoring.
An assessment of cumulative effects was also undertaken and only minor increases in
indirect effects will occur. No significant cumulative effects have been identified.
Architectural Heritage
Two ACAs, the Grand Canal Area, at Athy, Co. Kildare, and Maryborough Street, Carlow,
and one hundred and three Protected Structures were identified as part of the cultural
heritage assessment. There will a direct effect on the ACA in Athy from the proposed
construction of a pedestrian footbridge over the Grand Canal. The proposed bridge will
not have a negative effect on the integrity of the site and the intervention is reversible.
Archaeological monitoring of groundworks associated with the construction of the
bridge has been recommended in mitigation. There will also be a direct impact from
the proposed resurfacing of Horse Bridge, Athy (No. 86, RPS AY173), where an existing
cobbled surface will be covered by a bound surface. This site is also located within the
ACA. This direct effect has implications for the appearance of the bridge, as the historic
surface will not be removed during the works, but it will be concealed beneath the
proposed replacement surface. It is recommended that the full extent of the cobbled
surface be recorded prior to the works. There are no significant direct effects or
indirect effects from the proposed development on the setting of the majority of the
Protected Structures as a result of the proposed works. The removal of the sod and
its replacement with unbound surfacing from sections of the Barrow Navigation from
Graiguenamanagh to St. Mullins will have a minor indirect effect on Lower Tinnahinch
Lock and Lock Keeper’s House (No.’s 214-215) and Carriglead Lock and Lock Keeper’s
House (No.’s 216-217) and every effort has been made to minimize this indirect impact.
Many of the locks and lock keeper’s houses are currently finished with unbound
surfacing, including at Lock #23, St. Mullins, and this does not have a significant impact
on the setting or character of the Protected Structures.
Non-RMP/RPS Sites
Eighty six cultural heritage sites not protected as RMP or RPS sites were identified
during the cultural heritage assessment. The assessment indicated that there will be
direct effects of a number of these sites within the towpath/trackway. These include
the cobbled surface (No. 4) and six small bridges that carry the towpath/trackway
across tributaries flowing into the navigation (No.’s 110, 111,161, 170, 199, 202). The
mitigation recommended for the cobbled surface is preservation in situ, with
appropriate care during the construction phase when the cobbles will be covered with
unbound surfacing, with simple resurfacing relevant for the bridges. There will be
indirect impacts on the remaining seventy nine cultural heritage sites, the effects of
which will be imperceptible.
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The design of the proposed works to the towpath/trackway of the Grand Canal Barrow
Line and Barrow Navigation is in line with the old philosophy ‘do as little as possible
and as much as necessary’ to achieve the aims of the development. The stated aim of
the proposed development is to facilitate both pedestrians and cyclists on the trail from
Lowtown, Co. Kildare to St. Mullins, Co. Carlow and the main technique to achieve this
is to make alterations to the existing surface of the trail. The wide variety of surfacing
observed on the navigation will give way to one or two principal types, with the unbound
surfing Type A favoured over much of the extent of the trail. Other works will be
necessary to erect signage and safety features such as chicanes, at road junctions but
there are limited direct effects and indirect effects on the cultural heritage assets
along its route.
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